NEW TOP PROFESSIONALS AT BPV JÁDI NÉMETH ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Three new managers have been appointed to the dynamic and well-educated international team of premium legal
service provider, bpv Jádi Németh Attorneys at Law.
As of September, the real estate group of the firm is managed by Dr. Ágnes Tigelmann, partner. Ágnes is responsible for the
professional management of team and leads the German Desk. For over a decade, Ms. Tigelmann gained experience at Nagy
és Trócsányi Attorney at Law and at the Hungarian associate firm of Nörr Stiefenhofer Lutz and Hengeler Mueller in the field of
real estate, as well as corporate, commercial and labour law.
As of October, Dr. Péter Garancsi manages the practice group of corporate law at the firm and takes significant part in
supporting clients with Anglo-Saxon interest. At the Hungarian associate firms of Luther and Freshfields, as well as Oppenheim
Law Firm, Peter gained comprehensive experience in the field of corporate (including merger and acquisitions), energy,
transactions, infrastructural investments and public procurements.
Mrs. Éva Breuer also joined the firm as the Public Relation and Communication Manager. Her most important duty is to develop
PR and marketing strategy of the firm with focus to identify new market opportunities and reinforce premium client relationship
management. In the last ten (10) years, Éva gained experience in the field of operation and marketing at the Hungarian offices
of international and regional law firms, such as CMS Cameron McKenna, Linklaters and Kinstellar.
Dr. Andrea Jádi Németh commented the arrival of the new colleagues as follows:
“I am pleased to extend our highly skilled team with great professionals, who have already gained significant experience and
international recognition, appreciation in their specialised professional fields. I am confident that Ágnes’ outstanding expertise
and comprehensive market knowledge, Péter’s deep legal problem-solving capability and unique client-oriented working style
as well as Éva’s dynamism and creativity are the key factors providing a new turn for the unparalleled development of the firm
and further strengthening its professional reputation.”
Background information:
The bpv | JÁDI NÉMETH is the founding member of bpv | LEGAL alliance operating as an association of independent law firms.
The association has local offices in Central and Eastern Europe’s key locations such as Bucharest, Budapest, Baden, Prague,
Bratislava and Vienna as well as in Brussels which operates as an European Law Competence Centre.
bpv | JÁDI NÉMETH's professional and support staff is well-versed across the spectrum of commercial legal activities, from
corporate entity foundation to customized legal management activities. A business-minded approach and transactional orientation
give our company a significant comparative advantage on the Hungarian market. This makes it ideally suited to advice on complex
mergers, corporate reorganizations, banking and structured finance as well as real estate projects. Additionally, bpv | JÁDI
NÉMETH boasts a highly acclaimed litigation and dispute resolution practice. With its vast degree of experience in advising b oth
foreign and domestic companies in Hungary and internationally, bpv | JÁDI NÉMETH is perfectly suited to provide the best
support to those looking to move into or expand out of Hungary as well as ongoing operations seeking the highest quality legal
and tax advice from a multinational law firm with a superior local standing.

bpv | JÁDI NÉMETH Attorneys at Law –
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For further information, please visit our website at http://www.bpv-jadi.com
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